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Altana Corporate Bond Fund UCITS   

Share Class/ Bloomberg ID € / ALTCBAE ID $ / ALTCBOU ID £ / ALTCBCG ID Portfolio Manager &                       
Chief Investment Officer: 

Lee Robinson 

October  2018 -0.51% -0.29% -0.38% 

YTD 0.72% +2.98% +1.84% Joint – Portfolio Manager: Philip Crate 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

NAV (since inception): €98.35                                                                                            Fund AUM: € 49,649,000 

Fund Strategy                  

The objective of the Altana Corporate Bond Fund (ACBF) is to generate a positive return in all market phases by investing in a diversified 
portfolio of corporate bonds globally. The fund sources attractive bond investment opportunities in all major markets, seeks corporations that 
have an extremely high degree of repayment as well as strong defendable business models. Risks on macroeconomic, geopolitical, sector and 
issuer levels are limited by following a structured allocation strategy. ACBF takes global exposure either via cash bond positions or derivatives, 
depending on relative valuations and market opportunities.  
 

As of end of  
Oct  2018 

Annualised returns Volatility Sharpe Ratio 
Sortino 
 Ratio 

  1M 3M YTD 1Y ITD 1Y ITD 1Y ITD 1Y 
ACBF Strategy 
(€ class) -0.51% 0.19% 0.72% 0.19% 1.72% 1.23% 4.08% 0.16 0.42 0.23 

HF Credit Index -1.06% -0.73% -0.56% -0.29% 1.31% 1.88% 2.35% -0.15 0.56 -0.25 

Barclays Global 
IG -0.73% -0.45% -1.54% -1.07% 2.70% 2.23% 2.73% -0.48 0.99 -0.77 

 

ACBF (since management restructuring) vs. benchmarks Return (source: Bloomberg) 

 

Per Fund Percentile 

3Yr  1.49 84% 

   

2016 5.65 85% 

 
  

2017 3.16 81% 

 

“Percentage ranking is among Capital 

 Structure/Credit Arb Funds, as defined 

 by Bloomberg Analytics”. 

 
  

  Performance (net*) 

 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec YTD 
Return Since  

Inception 

2013 -0.19% +0.47% +0.75% +1.64% +0.04% -2.12% +1.71% +0.67% +1.11% +2.37% +0.71% +1.29% +8.68%  
 
 
 
 

+10.72% 

2014 -0.25% +1.43% +1.74% +0.63% +2.32% +1.08% -2.94% +0.08% -7.09% -1.65% -0.35% +0.78% -4.20% 

2015 +1.21% +4.50% +0.58% +2.88% +1.29% -1.98% -2.89% -0.98% -3.66% +1.27% -2.98% -1.75% -2.82% 

2016 +0.06% -0.78% +1.62% +0.25% +0.12% -0.32% +1.39% +0.89% -0.38% +0.80% +0.95% +0.93% +5.65% 

2017 +0.01% +0.44% -0.19% +0.83% +0.88% -0.41% +0.58% +0.19% +0.42% +0.88% -0.45% -0.06% +3.16% 

2018 +0.30% +0.07% -0.31% +0.06% -0.06% -0.16% +0.65% +0.24% +0.44% -0.51%   +0.72% 

*Performance (% m/m) is net € of all legal, admin, trading and management fees.  Latest month/YTD figures are final figures.  
Data is for ACBF Cayman up to April 2014, as of May 2014 data is for ACBF UCITS.  

2014 YTD return is a blended figure between ACBF Cayman and ACBF UCITS. ACBF UCITS May-Dec 2014 return was -7.80%.  

 

Main Performance Contributors 
Top Performers Bps Worst Performers Bps 

1 BOPRL 500 12/23 9KA +7 1 TRVLEX 8 05/15/22 REGS -10 

2 ITRX 100 12/23 9KA +3 2 ASTONM 5.75 04/15/22 REGs -10 

3 RBS 6.425 PERP +3 3 GSL 9.875 11/15/22 144A -7 

4 MTNLN 6.75 01/31/23 REGS +3 4 NE 7.75 01/15/24 -6 

5 IHSHLD 9.5 10/27/21 REGS +2 5 BDRILL 3.875 05/23/23 -6 
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Key Points 

 October was a difficult month for risk with the majority of asset classes posting a negative total return.  In credit the relative 

underperformers were € high yield with a negative total return of -1.2%, while US high grade credit was down -1.6%.  Equity markets 

fared much worse with negative returns ranging from -5% to -10%.  

 The Altana Corporate Bond Fund (ACBF) €-institutional share class posted a negative return (after fees) of -51bps (-29bps                           

and -38bps for the USD and GBP institutional share classes, respectively) in October.  ACBF comfortably outperformed both the 

broader Hedge Fund Credit Index (c.-1.1%) and the Barclays Global IG index (-0.7%) for the month. 

 The weak performance for risk in October has left most asset classes nursing negative total returns YTD:  89% of our risk asset 

sample is in negative return territory in USD terms.   

 ACBF’s YTD net return is positive (+0.72%, +2.98%, 1.84%, for the €, USD and GBP institutional share classes, respectively) 

compared to a negative total return for both the HF Credit and Barclays IG indices (-0.56% and -1.54%).  ACBF is in the top-5 

performing credit funds for the USD-share class YTD; also where it is ranked over a 3-year time frame according to 

Bloomberg data. 

 Credit markets have recovered some of their poise in the early part of November as a result of a normalisation of investor positioning 

– in other words, the market had become oversold. 

 Credit could rally into year-end but a pick-up in primary supply remains a concern and could scupper the recovery seen in the early 

part of November. 

Portfolio Activity & Outlook 

Performance Review 

What is it about Octobers? History is quite clear that Octobers are by no means always bad, but when they are bad they have a tendency to be 
quite bad or at least more volatile!  Unfortunately the Altana Corporate Bond Fund (“ACBF”) was not immune to these negative market 
developments although the fund managed to contain the size of drawdown in October and comfortably outperformed broader benchmarks.  The 
ACBF €-institutional share class posted a negative return of -51bps after fees in October.  Meanwhile, ACBF’s USD and GBP share-classes 
posted negative returns (after fees) of -29bps and -38bps, respectively.  We believe that this was a reasonable performance given the broad-
based weakness in risk markets in October.  Indeed ACBF comfortably outperformed both the Barclays Global Aggregate IG index (-0.73%) and 
the Hedge Fund Credit Index (-1.06%) in October.     
 
As of the end of October, 89% of the risk assets we monitor had a negative total return year to date in dollar terms.  We are pleased to 
report that despite the negative performance in October, ACBF remains in positive territory YTD:  €, USD and GBP share class net 
return +0.72%, +2.98% and 1.84%, respectively.   Meanwhile, broader credit benchmarks are firmly in negative territory:  Barclays Global 
Aggregate IG Index negative -1.54% and the Hedge Fund Credit Index negative -0.73%.  We believe that this demonstrates the fund’s ability to 
generate a positive return in all market phases.     
 
Obviously there are still two months to go in the year and much can change, but ten months in and the figures are fairly stark for broader risk 
markets.  It's worth noting that for equity markets in particular, returns are significantly negative so it would take a decent rally into year-end to 
turn things around.  This is what happens when the vast majority of global assets are expensive historically due to extreme monetary policy.  
When the tide goes out you’re more likely to get en masse negative months rather than rotation from equities into bonds or visa-versa.  This is 
made all the more interesting in light of 2017 being the 'best' year ever for markets on this measure:  just 1% of risk assets in our sample 
finished with a negative total return in dollar terms.  It's perhaps not a surprise that in this time major developed market central banks have 
moved from peak global quantitative easing to pulling back on asset purchases and, in the case of the US and UK, raising interest rates again.  
 
Figure 1: Percentage of Assets with a Negative Total Return YTD in USD (LHS) and Local Currency (RHS) Terms 

 
Source:  Deutsche Bank, Bloomberg Finance LP, GFD. Note returns for 2018 are YTD until Oct 31

st
.  

 
As for October itself, well in the context of what is the second longest (and counting) expansion of the US economy on record based on data 
going back to 1854, October 2018 may well end up being one of the most memorable – or unforgettable depending on your take - of the 112 
months during this cycle in markets, at least for equities. Indeed at a headline level we saw the worst monthly performance in total return terms 
for the NASDAQ since November 2008, S&P500 since September 2011, MSCI EM Equities since August 2015, STOXX 600and Hang Seng 
since January 2016, and Nikkei since June 2016. That's despite the rally in to month end which at least helped to limit some of the damage. 
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In fact you’d be hard placed to find many assets which posted a positive total return last month. Indeed by the end of October, 34 out of the 38 
assets in our risk asset sample had delivered a negative total return in local currency terms, while 36 did so in dollar adjusted terms.  As you’ll 
see below the performance for risk assets in October has also resulted in the vast majority dipping in to negative returns for the full year to date 
too in USD terms.   
 
The obvious place to start is with equities.  Of those listed below it was the Hang Seng (-10.0%) which ended the month down double digits, with 
the NASDAQ (-9.2%), Nikkei (-9.1%), EM Equities (-8.7%), FTSE MIB (-8.0%), European Banks (-7.9%), Shanghai Comp (-7.7%) and S&P 500 
(-6.8%) not far behind - the latter boosted by a rally into month end.  At a sector level for the S&P only the defensive utilities (+2.0%) and 
consumer staples (+2.3%) rose.  Meanwhile, it’s worth noting that for European markets a 2.5% decline for the euro actually helped local 
currency returns. On a dollar adjusted basis the STOXX 600 and DAX were actually down -7.9% and -8.9% respectively and therefore 
underperforming the S&P 500. The one bright spot for equities last month was in Brazil where the BOVESPA rallied +10.2% and +19.9% in local 
currency and dollar adjusted terms respectively following the perceived market friendly election result. 
 
Figure 2:  Total Return Performance of Major Global Financial Assets in October YTD (in local currency)  

 
Source:  Deutsche Bank, Bloomberg Finance LP, Mark-it 
 
Credit markets generally held in a bit better than equities on a relative basis but total returns were still by and large negative.  In the US we saw 
high yield post a -0.7% total return, while investment grade credit returned -1.6%.  Meanwhile, in Europe high yield was down -1.2%, however 
dollar adjusted returns were -3.6%, while € investment grade credit returned -0.2% and -2.7%, respectively.  With this broader market weakness 
in mind, we believe that ACBF’s performance in October was solid and again highlights our ability to preserve our investors’ capital.  One factor 
behind this outperformance is ACBF’s low level of volatility over the past year versus broader credit benchmarks:  ACBF vol of 1.2% versus 
2.2% for the Barclays Global Aggregate Index and 1.9% for the Hedge Fund Credit Index.  We believe this highlights the advantage of our 
mixed asset investment strategy with allocations across short dated investment grade and intermediate dated high beta credit, with an allocation 
bias in the latter for event driven situations.      
 
Figure 3:  Total Return Performance of Major Global Financial Assets YTD (in local currency terms)  

 
Source:  Deutsche Bank, Bloomberg Finance LP, Mark-it 
 

Market Outlook 

This has been a tough year for corporate bond investors. The total return in euro-denominated investment grade credit is at -0.8%, the worst 
year since the annus horribilus of 2008. Valuations were tight at the start of the year – and arguably remain so despite the October sell-off- and 
we have had plenty of nasty surprises.  Donald Trump turned out to really want to wage a trade war.  The Italian government really wanted to 
run a bigger deficit, and a Brexit deal really did prove much harder to reach than most had expected at the start of the year.   
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The mood music for credit has improved somewhat in November and we have seen some recovery in bond prices after the previous month’s 
declines.  While investors are likely feeling some relief after the recent rally, the speed and magnitude of the recovery gives us some pause, as 
the concerns that were blamed for the selloff – increased rate volatility, the potential for a policy mistake by the Fed, elevated trade tensions with 
China, uncertainty about the outcome of the Italian 2019 budget and the Brexit impasse – largely remain.   Instead, we see some signs that 
positioning may have become too one-sided amid the sell-off in October.  Over the past two weeks, however, positioning has started to 
normalize and this has helped stabilise credit.   
 
Like the US houses of congress, European credit markets are divided:  credit default swap indices and high beta cash continue to rally while € 
and £ investment grade credit spreads languish near their wides. The most likely explanation for cash underperformance in investment grade is 
expectations of supply, though these have yet to be realised and November looks set to disappoint unless next week turns out to be a 
blockbuster.  Of concern to us is the continuing outflow of funds from European credit.  Recent data compiled by Barclays shows further 
outflows across both €-investment grade and Pan-European high yield funds in the first week of November.  Within the €-investment grade fund 
space, both long-duration and short-duration funds saw outflows, though interestingly those for short-duration funds were more sizeable.  Now if 
the supply tap gets turned back on then this could halt the rally in its tracks, particularly given the continuation of outflows from credit funds.  We 
believe November could be a very heavy supply month, particularly in € investment grade, but the market remains more delicate than before, 
and we need volatility to remain low for issuers to test the capital markets.  Therefore, the supply technical remains uncertain at this stage. 
 
On a more positive note there is a strong seasonal trend that favours an end-of-year rally.  Figure 4 shows the average level of indexed € credit 
spread movements since 2010. In the first six weeks of the fourth quarter, since 2010, spreads have dropped by an average of 12%. Figure 5 
shows the movement year by year and highlights how spreads have dropped in this six-week period in each of the past eight years.  In this 
context, it is the October sell-off that seems like an anomaly – not the early November partial retracement. 
 
Figure 4: Strong seasonal trend in 4Q supports Credit Tightening      Figure 5: Spreads tighten 

 
 
 
Source: SG Cross Asset Research/Credit.   
 
 
What explains the seasonal trend? Increasingly, the primary markets close down after November, yet investors still have some cash to put to 
work. They rush to do it in the window before primary markets close.  Hence the rush to buy in October and November.  With Thanksgiving less 
than two weeks away (22 November) time seems to be running out for many issuers to tap the primary market.  
 
Furthermore with the US Mid-terms out of the way, Trump’s tone may well change again, but his new-found “optimism” about a trade deal with 
China can’t be dismissed out of hand given the precedent set by NAFTA and the Juncker talks. Comprehensive or merely a kick of the can, any 
deal would deflate a big component of the tail for the foreseeable future.  Similarly, a resolution on the Italian 2019 budget would likely leave a 
bearish market comparatively short of near-term negative catalysts – at least until someone takes notice of the bad economic numbers coming 
out. Something similar goes for Brexit. 
 
We struggle to see much of a rally even in such a scenario. The increasing private funding requirement as the ECB withdraws, rising real 
interest rates and weak data all inhibit spreads from tightening meaningfully from current levels, in our view.  Usually, credit spreads remain 
unchanged to a little tighter in the last two months of the year before rallying again in January.  We believe we may well see a similar pattern 
again as we approach year end.  Nevertheless, we don’t expect a major rally from current levels; rather, we believe that the credit indices will 
mostly move sideways. We may see some tightening from time to time as investors reduce their cash positions, but with credit spreads at best 
at fair value, we don’t expect a major shift from current levels. 
 
But whether the above is your central scenario or not, there is a meaningful chance that all the defensiveness in credit is ‘punished’ by a period 
of comparative spread inaction over the remainder of this year.  The majority of funds that are neutral or underweight need credit spreads to 
widen to outperform their benchmark given the cost of carry foregone.  In other words, stable credit spreads tends to mean bleeding carry 
versus the benchmark over time.  Our central view is that credit spreads will remain range bound over the rest of this year  – in the absence of 
an external shock – and therefore it is sensible to remain concentrated in short duration, higher yielding credit.  At the same time we will retain 
our macro short in European financial subordinated CDS and in selected individual CDS names with a weakening credit profile. This balanced 
portfolio approach provides some protection against another broad market sell-off and an opportunity to gain from potential idiosyncratic credit 
spread widening events  (e.g., 5-year Boparan CDS).  If we are right then ACBF should continue to outperform the broader benchmarks.  
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Performance Contribution 

 
October was a difficult month for risk assets and this is reflected in our “winners and losers” list.  The standout out performer for the month was 
BOPRL 500 12/23 (“Boparan”) with a positive contribution of +7bps.  We currently hold a short risk position in Boporan via a credit default 
swap (CDS) contract.  Boparan CDS spreads widened over the course of the month on concerns raised about the company’s decision to delay 
publication of its full year results – now due 20 November.  Towards the end of the month the company announced another asset disposal that 
raised £150mn and this helped its credit spread tightened but nonetheless spreads still finished the month wider verses where they started 
October.  Boparan credit spreads have resumed their widening trend in November on renewed concerns that recent asset sale proceeds might 
be used to reduce the company’s bloated pension deficit instead of covering the redemption of its 2019 bonds.  We remain of the opinion that 
the company’s financial structure is unsustainable over the longer term (net adjusted leverage c.9x, including pension and factoring liabilities) 
and that a debt restructuring, involving a significant write-down of its public debt, is possible if the company fails to improve cash flow in its core 
protein business. 
 
On the negative side of the ledger, TRVLEX 8% 05/15/22 (“Travelex”) and ASTONM 5.75% 04/15/22 (“Aston Martin”) were the standout 
negative performers each contributing -10bps to portfolio performance.  The degree of negative performance of Travelex was somewhat baffling 
and we can only ascribe the poor performance of its bonds to a combination of Brexit concerns and broader market weakness in European high 
yield credit.  The company’s recent results showed positive momentum continuing across its business units and robust free cash flow 
generation.  We remain comfortable holding Travelex € bonds on a yield of c.10.8%.  Meanwhile, Aston Martin bonds were negatively impacted 
by a combination of events; including the poor performance for its equity post its IPO in October and by a general weakness in auto credits.  We 
view the IPO positively for the credit profile for Aston Martin and expect its financial results to continue to be strong over the coming quarters 
given its strong product pipeline.  We like the company’s 2022 bonds on a yield to worst of c.7%, which is based on the bond’s final maturity 
dates.  Bonds are callable from 15 April next year: we expect Aston to refinance these bonds ahead of the final maturity date and to exercise its 
call either in April 2019 (implied yield to call of c.15%) or in April 2020 (implied yield to call of c.8%).  On this basis we believe Aston bonds offer 
a very attractive risk/return profile.  
 
GSL 9.875% 11/15/22 (“GSL”) was another notable detractor with a negative contribution of -7bps. This follows news that GSL has agreed to 
an all stock merger with Poseidon Containers.  While we view this merger announcement positively as it improves the enlarged group’s ability to 
grow and hence refinance its 2022 bonds, near term the combination of the two increases leverage (versus the standalone GSL) and increases 
the dividend payment capacity of the ring-fenced GSL bond entity given the relatively high valuation placed on Poseidon.  We like the structure 
of the current GSL bonds (tight covenants and amortisation of principal) but were somewhat disappointed about the lack of information coming 
out of the company about the exact merger terms with Poseidon and how this might affect its dividend policy looking forward.  We have a 
meeting arranged with GSL senior management to raise our concerns about the merger terms and will then decide whether to retain our 
investment in the company’s bonds.   
 
We urge investors to contact the investment team should they require any further information on any of the names appearing on the main 
performance list contributors table on page 1 of this report. 

Fund Developments 

 
Our sales team have remained busy meeting prospective investors in ACBF.  We are pleased to report that these efforts have been rewarded 
by another inflow in to the fund in October.   We are grateful to our sales team for their efforts and appreciate the trust shown by both new and 
existing investors in ACBF. We intend to return this faith by continuing to generate alpha for all of our investors.    
We thank all of our investors for their continued support! 
 
Lee Robinson and Philip Crate 
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Risk Report* (since management restructuring) 

 

Gross Summary Statistics 
Since management restructuring:  
Jan 2016 

ACBF UCITS 
Annualised 
Volatility 

 
+1.50% 

Downside 
Deviation* 

 
+1.28% 

Skewness -0.63 

Kurtosis 5.02 

Min 1D Return -0.55% 

Max 1D Return +0.45% 

Max Drawdown -1.20% 

Sharpe Ratio 1.77 

Oct 2018 
Annualised 
Volatility 

 
+1.15% 

Skewness 0.17 

Kurtosis -0.48 

Min 1D Return -0.15% 

Max 1D Return 0.10% 

Max Drawdown -0.66% 

Sharpe Ratio ** 1.99 

Correlation with S&P 500: 
1 Month 0.43 

3 Month 0.29 

All 0.20 

 
 
 

 Drawdown 

   
 

ACBF UCITS Strategy Histogram of Daily Returns 

    
 
 

 
 

 
*Using Gross Daily Performance Data 
**Strategy figure shows the performance of ACBF UCITS (since 05/2014 launch). 
Please refer to Appendix I – Strategy performance graph and risk report since fund inception 
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Market Cap (USD mm) / Sector 

Sector Avg Market Cap (USD mm) % NAV 

Basic Materials 4,211  4.4% 

Communications 10,834  9.9% 

Consumer, Cyclical 7,762  9.3% 

Consumer, Non-cyclical 32,806  3.2% 

Energy 25,457  11.0% 

Financial 8,132  8.8% 

Industrial 3,168  5.7% 

Utilities 8,175 0.9% 

Technology 1,604 0.4% 

Total 12,751  53.6% 
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Portfolio Overview 
 

Sector Exposure 
1 Communications 16.70% 6 Industrial 7.59% 

2 Financial 15.32% 7 Basic Materials 4.36% 

3 Consumer, Cyclical 14.99% 8 Utilities 2.61% 

4 Energy 13.77% 9 Diversified 1.89% 

5 Consumer, Non-cyclical 8.74% 10 Technology 0.41% 

      
 

Top Ten Countries Top Issuers 
1 United Kingdom 38.01% 1 ASTON MARTIN CAPITAL HOL 3.53% 

2 United States 22.20% 2 EI GROUP PLC  3.06% 

3 Netherlands  4.84% 3 VEDANTA RESOURCES PLC  2.49% 

4 France  4.05% 4 PREMIER FOODS FINANCE 2.35% 

5 Brazil  2.53% 5 TESCO PERSONAL FINANCE 2.25% 

6 India  2.49% 6 RBS CAPITAL TRUST II 2.16% 

7 Norway  1.87% 7 SPRINT CORP  2.00% 

8 UAE  1.85% 8 GLOBAL SHIP LEASE INC  1.93% 

9 Belgium  1.71% 9 INTERMEDIATE CAPITAL GRO  1.93% 

10 Canada 1.68% 10 CO-OP GRP HLDS  1.89% 

  Top 10 23.59% 

 Top 20 41.21% 

 Top 35 54.41% 

 Rest 29.44% 
 

Duration Portfolio Duration 
0 to 1 29.82% Modified Duration 1.61 

1 to 2 16.73%  Credit 0.95 

2 to 3 19.23%   Bonds 1.58 

3 to 4 19.16%   Sovereign Futures 0.00 

4 to 5 -2.86%   Corporate Derivatives -0.63 

5 to 6 -0.13%  Interest Rates 0.67 

6 to 7 0.89%   Bonds 0.67 

10 to 11 2.16%   Sovereign Futures  0.00 

    Corp Derivatives 0.00 
 

Yield Range Table Ratings 
Yield < 12 months to 

maturity 
12-24 months to 
maturity 

> 24 months to 
maturity 

0 to 4% 0.06% 0.29% 0.12% BBB 1.71% B+ 11.94% 

4 to 6% 0.44% 0.22% 1.17% BBB- 4.90% B 34.82% 

6 to 8% 0.07% 0.09% 1.40% BB+ 10.16% B- 9.26% 

8 to 10% 0.00% 0.22% 0.89% BB 5.80% CCC 0.89% 

>10% 0.00% -0.01% 0.37% BB- 10.42% NR 8.94% 

WAY (Weighted average yield):   +5.1%      
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Appendix I – Strategy performance graph and risk report since fund inception 
 
ACBF (subsequently ACBF UCITS)  vs. benchmarks 

  
 

Risk Report* 
 

Gross Summary Statistics 
Since Inception of the Fund: 15 May 2014 

ACBF UCITS 

Annualised Volatility 
 

+4.08% 

Downside Deviation* 
 

+2.85% 

Skewness -0.99 

Kurtosis 12.38 

Min 1D Return -1.99% 

Max 1D Return +1.75% 

Max Drawdown -14.78% 

 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
  
  
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*Using Gross Daily Performance Data 

 

  
Daily Returns 

   
Drawdown 

   
ACBF UCITS Strategy Histogram of Daily Returns 
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For any further information, please contact investorservices@altanawealth.com.  
 
Disclaimer:  
 
This report is prepared by Altana Wealth Limited (“Altana”) , which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”) in the 
United Kingdom (FRN: 532912). The Altana Corporate Bond Fund (“ACBF”) is managed by Altana Wealth Limited and is a Sub-Fund of Altana 
UCITS Funds Plc an investment company with variable capital incorporated with limited liability in Ireland with registered number 540012 and 
established as an umbrella fund with segregated liability between sub-funds pursuant to the European Communities (Undertakings for Collective 
Investment in Transferable Securities).collective investment in transferable securities under Directive 2009/62/EC. The Fund is a recognised 
scheme for the purposes of section 264 the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 of the United Kingdom. Most of the protections provided 
by the United Kingdom regulatory system, and compensation under the United Kingdom Financial Services Compensation Scheme, will not be 
available. The contents of this factsheet are directed only at persons who would be defined as Professional Clients and Eligible Counterparty 
clients under the rules of the FCA rules. The services provided by Altana are only available to persons classified as Professional Clients and 
Eligible Counterparties (as defined in the FCA rules). As such, no reliance should be placed on anything contained in this factsheet by persons 
other than Professional Clients and Eligible Counterparty clients. In particular, persons who are Retail Clients (as defined in the FCA rules), 
should not act or rely upon the information provided in this factsheet and the services referred to herein will not be available to such persons. 
They are advised to contact their Financial Adviser. 
This document is not intended for distribution to, or use by any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution or use 
would be contrary to local law or regulation. It is the responsibility of every person reading this factsheet to satisfy himself as to the full 
observance of the laws of any relevant country, including obtaining any government or other consent which may be required or observing any 
other formality which needs to be observed in that country. This document does not constitute an offer to sell, solicit or buy any investment 
product or service, and is not intended to be a final representation of the terms and conditions of any product or service. The investments 
mentioned in this document may not be suitable for all recipients and you should seek professional advice if you are in doubt. Clients should 
obtain legal/taxation advice suitable to their particular circumstances. This document may not be reproduced or disclosed (in whole or in part) to 
any other person without our prior written permission. Although information in this document has been obtained from sources believed to be 
reliable, Altana does not represent or warrant its accuracy, and such information may be incomplete or condensed. All estimates and opinions in 
this document constitute our judgment as of the date of the document and may be subject to change without notice. Altana will not be 
responsible for the consequences of reliance upon any opinion or statement contained herein, and expressly disclaims any liability, including 
incidental or consequential damages, arising from any errors or omissions. The value of investments and the income derived from them can fall 
as well as rise, and you may not get back the amount originally invested. Past performance is no indicator of future performance. Investment 
products may be subject to investment risks, including but not limited to, currency exchange and market risks, fluctuations in value, liquidity risk 
and, where applicable, possible loss of principal invested. The information contained in this document is merely a brief summary of key aspects 
of the Fund. More complete information on the Fund can be found in the prospectus or key investor information document. These documents 
constitute the sole binding basis for the purchase of Fund units. Issued by Altana Wealth November 2018. 
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